
  Valued Customer,

Here are some text instructions we have prepared to assist you in assembly. Please do 
not hesitate to call if we can be of further assistance.

Your Team at Bird Cages 4 Less!
1-888-CAGE-4-LESS (224-3453)

Lava Line Convertible Top (Poipu & Maui) Assembly Instructions:

Hardware (may be some extra):

- 24 main assembly bolts (12 for main panels and 12 for top pieces)
- 4 bolt in casters
- 8 small bolts and nuts for seed guards
- 8 brass pins (for seed guard installation - may be removed once seed 
guards are installed)
- 3 feeder brackets and attached hardware (cage interior)
- 3 stainless steel bowls (interior)
- 2 stainless steel bowls with bolts (smaller bowls for top perch)

1 - Assemble the four main panels (front, back and sides). The front and rear panels have 
threaded inserts so you do not need nuts for this. Align the front panel with one side panel 
and insert bolt through side panel into insert in front panel. Repeat for all four sides. You 
can put the panel with the two feeders on either side.

2 - Attach the feeder rings to the feeder doors. Then insert bowls.

3 - Top Section: Four arched pieces make up top. Bolt to front and rear panels - see step 
one for more information. The two pieces with latches are go on top.

4 - You will noticed eight brass pins with a bend at one end. Insert the end with the bend 
into the holes along the horizontal support beam where the lower pan slide in (two on 
each side). Once all eight are in place, Set the seed guards on top of them (the longer 
seed guards go on the front and rear). The only purpose of the pins is so that one person 
can bolt the seed guards together without assistance. Once the seed guards are in place 
(lip is down - smooth end up), tilt the seed guards up until they meet at the corners and 
then bolt together.

5 - Casters bolt in to legs on front and rear panels.

6 - Grate and pan slide in on runners.

Enjoy your cage!
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